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BLACK THING

This is the second Issue of "Black Thing" which is a journal produced by
Black students at the College of the Holy Cross.

Our first issue appeared in

December and it is our hope that possibly we may be able to produce at least six
issues each school year.
The motive and purpose of this journal as explained in the first pub
lication are simple but important.

It is to be a reflector of the modes, thoughts,

emotions, etc., that the Black students feel and wish to express.

Allowing possibly

for the first time the opportunity for the students to come together and create
something of their own which can be of importance to all who come in contact with
it:

this journal is not one of ideology of any particular segment of Black students

but a conglomeration of words that are all trying to express the same message - that
for much too long Black people have been humiliated, disgraced and most importantly
deprived of the opportunity to attain their own identity and to recognize their
value as human beings in a decadent white society obsessed only with thoughts of
power and wealth.
Something definitely has to be done concerning the constant polarizations
and conflicts of Blacks and whites in this society, and no longer can we depend
upon time to be the excuse for avoiding a dllema which has sounded its horn and
must be heeded.

More communications between both groups may be the beginning

towards working for the extermination of a disease which has Infested the minds
of most of the people in this country.
Everyone must now do something.

What I must say, I do not know exactly

but for the time being we the Black Students at Holy Cross will be doing our own
"Black Thing".

James B. Gwynne
Editor
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THE NIGGERS'S MANIFESTO

"Yes, sir, brothers and sisters.
What we need is a nation.
Now, first of all, we must
Have rules.
Oh gosh, let's use the rules
Of the white man we are supposed to hate
And say that we got them in Africa.
The rules are:
I.

Everybody must act like everybody else.

II.

Everybody must laugh at anybody who is not like them.

III.

Everybody must be born poor. Black, and super hip (got to be able to do the
latest dances and talk much trash and above all, everybody must be able to
laugh good at other Black people).

IV.

Everybody must preach love of Black people, even though they don't love any
one but themselves.

V.

Everybody must realize that wearing a dashiki and chanting in African will
get rid of the rats and roaches, and that anybody who wears a dashiki or
writes about phonies in dashikis, is qualified to solve all the problems
of 25 million Black people in a m e r i c a.

VI.

Everybody must understand that there are shades of beauty, that some Black
people are more Black and more beautiful than others.

And Finally:
VII.

Everybody has to realize that if all white americans are exterminated, then
all the stupid niggers (like me) would automatically get smart and unified
with other third world peoples."

n.b.

This manifesto is solely intended for the amusement of anyone whom it might
lay eyes. Any attempt at relevance or suggestion of the truth is purely
coincidental.

J. P. Graham

IV

BLACK POWER AND BLACK THEOLOGY
by Walter Days

Too long have blacks been under the influence of white Christi
anity. With the coming of Black Power, it is now obvious that we
must have a Black Theology instead of a white one. Black Power is
a means of asserting our blackness against a white force. We must
be completely black in every aspect of our lives if we are to move
forward. We cannot be all black and have a white God and white theology
that is a contradiction of our blackness. Therefore, as black theo
logian, James H. Cone, suggests, Jesus was for oppressed people, and
blacks are oppressed today, so Jesus must be black. Another black
theologian. Rev. Albert Cleage, takes it even further. He has re
searched and found facts to prove that Jesus was non-white, not
necessarily black, but possibly so. This means that we have and are
being lied to. White Christianity only oppresses black people; an
oppression that we must throw off ourselves.
White Christianity teaches us to be passive, to love everyone,
and to seek heaven. This would be nice if white Christians were
passive towards us, if they loved us, then we could all go to heaven
together. This is not the case, though; white Christians are hostile,
they constantly show their hatred, and while we have been seeking
heaven, they have been destroying our race. They tell us to do one
thing while they do another. It must stop. We have been lied to
and the truth is beginning to be seen; we must forget the lies and
grasp the truth.
The truth which we must grasp is Black Power. Therefore, Black
Theology must be related to and identifiable with Black Power.
So
the Black church must change its thought patterns.
It must make these
thought patterns into Black thought patterns. It must look at the
gospel of Christ as Rev. Cleage and Rev. Cone are doing.
It must
relate that gospel to our lives and our struggle. It's like Cone
says:
"Liberation from the white power force and the creation of a
Black power force."
The Black church must prepare the black sisters and brothers
for the coming struggle.
For as long as blacks follow the white church
and white ideas, the race will remain stationary. So far the white
power force has succeeded very well in keeping us stationary. They
keep us at odds against each other, spread dissention among us, and
use any means to suppress our manhood. We must come together and
fight this. In the end this will probably mean violent revolution.
But as Cleage has said, "We have decided that we are willing to die
rather than continue to suffer the injustices that we have suffered
for four hundred years."
Freedom is our ultimate concern that is what we will die for.
As Paul Tillich says, "faith is a matter of freedom". Without this
faith our lives would mean nothing. We would only be unreal imitation
whites in black tone and that is the ultimate horror, for real white
people are unreal.
1

For Black power and the Black church to move us forward effect
ively, we must first become aware of ourselves. We must discover
our past. We must know who we are so that we can step forward. We
must study the histories of Africa, the mother country. Then we
must study the history of our Afro-American ancestors. We must do
this to know that we have worth and honor, and dignity, just as any
other race. We must gain a love for ourselves. This will counteract
the self-hatred the whites have taught us.
Freedom is our faith and
illich says. Faith as the state of being ultimately concerned implies
love and determines_action." This implied love for us is self-love
and the action it will determine will be revolution.
J^svolution is unavoidable and the revolution will be violent.
There is no other way. We have suffered injustices for too long. The
white man always says "wait, things are changing; look how far you've
progressed." "Progress" whitey calls it. His pig force comes into
the ghetto, abuses blacks, disrespects black women, etc., and whitey
calls It progress.
It's quite obvious whites think of us as subhuman.
Ihey perpetrate every crime conceivable against us, pass a few "civil
rights laws", and expect us to kiss their buttocks and be happy.
They utter so many untruths in one paragraph that they themselves
don t know what is the turth. They destroy the world we live in with
their technological advances and call it the progress os science.
They are responsible for most of the evils there are today, and they
can t see why we shouldn't be happy with them. They can go on no
longer; there must be a transfer of power. We must have a control
of our destiny.
If we are not given it, we must take it.
We are justified in our demand because we have waited for four
hundred years for freedom. We have protested non-violently under
the leadership of Martin Luther King for freedom and it has still not
yet come.
Dr. King had a dream and Whitey killed it. Now we know
there must be a struggle.^ We can't be hung up on Christian love.
Christian love means a white Christian loving a white Christian and
the oppression of black Christians. So we must fight in some way.
We must stand up behind the Black Panthers, Stokely, H. Rap Brown,
and anyone else against the white power system.
If one brother goes
down there must be another ten to take his place. This is no half
way revolution. The Uncle Toms must be removed too. We can't have
niggers who_understand Whitey and relate to him with us. Their
"comprehension'' will only hinder the revolution. All the real black
brothers must join together in order for us to succeed. We must
train secretly andquietly. We must arm ourselves. All of us won't
be in the street fighting but we all must be ready. You know when
^itey starts shooting, he doesn't distinguish...he just shoots niggers.
This will be an all-out struggle; either we win or we all die or go
to the U.S. concentration camps.
Still we must remember the Black
Jesus Christ is on our side because we are the oppressed. He does
not want us to be mindless, passive, yes-men to white oppression.
We must stand up for our manhood and defend our women.
Black church sermons must take on a
The minister must not get in his pulpit anymore
l^J^others and sisters about how sinful they have
He must no longer tell them to bend their knees
2

new tone on Sundays.
and shout to the
been the past week.
and repent for sins

done and those that will be done. He must stop all of this. He must
change his sermons. He must tell the people to unite for freedom.
He must relate the gospel of the Black Christ to the people's problems.
He must show that God is on our side.
Instead telling the brother and sister to love everyone; he
should be telling them love themselves, to help each other. Why should
we love whites when they don't love us? The Black minister must
dissolve these myths. The only neighbor the black brother must love
is his other black brother.
Next the Black minister must get the subject of heaven straight.
Too long have we had our eyes toward heaven while Whitey was destroying
our life force. The Black minister must tell the people not to wprry
about heaven. The struggle is right here on earth. He must show them
that we are going to build a nation here on earth; not in the sky.
Our religion is a worldly one, or as Cox might say, a secular one.
Once these things have been done then we can begin to move.
Black Power and Black Theology are the only viable means of
black liberation here in the United States of America. All else has
failed us, therefore, Black Power and Black Theology are our only
hope.
For too long we have been led by the white force. The white
force has decided when we will be "free", how much freedom they want
to give us, where we will live, what we will live in, etc. This will
and cannot be anymore. God does not want this. We must be manfigures instead of dog-figures. We must say no to white power. We
must say no to white love and "brotherhood". Those of us who have
white girlfriends must cast them aside for the lifeless, unreal things
they are. We must return to, love and protect the Black woman. It
is really for her that we are fighting, because fighting for her
makes us man-figures.
The Black church must stress this; that we
become real; that we rise up as men and fight the white force with
such viciousness that we will either win or all be buried. If we
cannot have freedom, then we must die. We have nothing to lose
because we are on the bottom now and there's no where to go except up.

I have sailed the oceans both near and far.
I have swam the seas and visited the stars.
I have known those seas and been totally
Inebreiated by its breeze and waves at ease.
But nowhere, to my constant despair, have I ever.
By love or virtue, experienced anything as
Significantly fair as a Sister dancing
Sensuously after a Southern love affair.
by Clifford Hardwick, IV

TOIVARD

NOW'
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THE LOVERS - MALCOLM, STOKELY AND JESUS
Theodore V. Wells, Jr.
CHARACTERS
Charles
Jane
Rev. White
Darryle
Andre
Rev. Black
Rev. Lee

Act I
Scene:

Scene I
Typical suburban white middle-class couple seated at their breakfast table
on a Sunday morning. The husband is reading the morning paper and in a
way that his wife cannot see his face. The headlines of the paper are:
WELFARE FILL VETOED
BALTIMORE WINS WORLD SERIES
RACIAL DISTURBANCES IN NATION'S CAPITOL
STOCK MARKET DROPS

JANE:

Is there anything interesting in the paper?

CHARLES:
(apathetically)
lost the pennant.

Well, the market is down 3 points and the National League

JANE: (snaps back) Isn't there anything that interests you besides stocks and sports
I know that there is more on the front page of that paper besides the DOW JONES report
and baseball scores.
CHARLES: Not really, unless you feel like wasting your time reading about colored
people rioting in D. C. again. I hate to use the word but those people are nothing
but niggers! I mean we try to do everything we can to move them forward yet they
don't seem to appreciate anything. I just don't understand them.
JANE: Yes they do react in a rather confusing manner at times. I would
they would be a little more thankful for the advancements they have made
few years. Oh well, let's not waste our time trying to figure them out,
take a life time and we are due at church in an hour. Come on, Charlie,
and get dressed.
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think that
in the last
that could
hurry up

Act I

Scene II

pi:uo"p"ii":od?•«
LT.fr;u'.'"; “ *“-•

"'■‘-

Christianity is all about. I nean love. I bet
Christian lives we do, that we wouldn't appreciate life

as

I® pretty good when you sit back and think about it, but it worries me
when I see people act unsatisfied.
worries me
JANE:

What do you mean?

the'^colLpd^^J
for example what we were discussing this morning, you know, about
the coloreds burning and looting in Washington. For the love of God I lust cl^r
understand why they act the way they do. Maybe its bad upbringing!

IhJt tuT

**
because they don't understand Christianity
What they really need is good Christian leadership.
^nristianity.

CHARLES: It's a shame about that Martin Luther fellow being killed, now he was the
oFhifra!faS a LrJr!o/®°d^®
problems
^ ^
colored people are but you never heard him go around talking
“o?oJ.rha;r.„r
.ttitud. of*thnr”o«j^
*
colored boys today, things can't seem to come fast enough for them.
^
JANE:

Yes, that King he was a true man of God, he always preached love never hate.

gainst colored folk, but it is rather disturbing when I see them marching around
hollering Black Power, Black Power. Why, they yell that so much that they forget
all the things that we have done to help their condition in the last few years^ I
take a mile and you know sometimes it seems that it is true, because colored folk
don t ever seem to be satisfied with what we give them.
a^d^thaf^he^ar^H*®”''
^
militants on the news last night
A K a
to say that colored people made this country what it is
^frid JSis°cLnt!
f ^ ^ brain knows that if it wasn't for our Christian ancestors
a
®°""try of savage Indians and tolled the land that the United States to
day would be just a big forest inhabited by a bunch of red savages!
S^^vL

anything.

A

(gets serious)

But

^ really think you had something when you mentioned about colored

p ople having no real understanding of Christianity.
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If those people only understood

the order in which God set up things they would realize that everything, including
races, have a certain place in this world. Back when I was in college my religion
teacher brought in a book written by a minister by the name of Fred Ross entitled
Slavery Ordained by God in which Ross explained all about how God had meant for
colored folk to be slaves as long as it was for the good of all. I guess it isn't
necessary for colored folk to be slaves anymore, and that's good because I don't
feel it is really right for any man to be the master of another. I just wish that
colored people would realize that it is going to take a little time before we can
integrate them totally into our life style. Everything in moderation, that's what
I say.
JANE: The faster that colored people come to see things our way the faster there
will be a halt to all this Black Power talk. Why none of the colored people that
we know are hard to get along with and if you notice they are all good Christians.
It sounds trite but if more colored people would go into the Christian Churches, I
bet a lot less would be burning and looting on the streets.
CHARLES:

Act II
Scene:

You're so right but let's not get too upset over it.

Scene I
Two young Black men sitting in the back of a Negro Baptist Church that they
have attended since their childhood. They are listening to the Reverend
of their church deliver his Sunday morning service with a look of disgust
on their faces.

REV. LEE:
(to the entire congregation) ... and Jesus said "Seek first the Kingdom
of God and its righteousness and all these other things will be added unto you".
ANDRE:
shit.

Will you listen to that silly ass nigger still talking that pie in the sky

DARRYLE: No man, I ain't listening and I ain't especially planning on starting.
If it wasn't for my parents you wouldn't catch me within two miles of this place.
ANDRE: Yea, I know what you mean, but if I didn't come it would really hurt my ma
bad; she actually believes all this stuff about God and Jesus.
DARRYLE: Wow, like I been on this earth for almost 21 years and I ain't never seen
God put no money in my pocket or food on my plate.
ANDRE: I can dig it, this Christianity shit ain't nothin but a con game that whltey
is using to keep Black folk happy.
DARRYLE: Pie in sky — hell, I couldn't give a damn if they have chicken fries in
heaven 8 days a week, I want to make it now.
ANDRE: Like God ain't relevant to Black folk, we don't need any of that "love thy
enemy" crap. What Black folk got to do is to deal with whitey and love each other.
DARRYLE: Right on bra, like when you think about it the "MAN" sure runs a game on
us. Like he kicks us in the ass 6 days a week and then on the 7th he got us comin
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to a joint where some fool is talking about "turn the other cheek'. oc--we niggers
sure are stupid. Black folk shouldn't have nothin to do with God - hell, especially
a white one.
.\NDRE:

(pauses, reflects)

DARRYLE:

Maybe, maybe not.

Hell you mean May-Be you dig worshiping some white God.

ANDRE: Listen, I'm not saying we should be dealing with whitey's God but Black folk
have to start relating to their own God.
DARRYLE:

Our own God, man what the hell are you talkin about?

ANDRE: Well, I was rappin to a brother last week about this religion shit and he
was running some pretty deep stuff down to me,
DARRYLE:

Like what?

ANDRE: I was coming from the same bag you just came from, you know, God ain't for
Black folk, and Christianity ain't shit and the brother told me to hold tight. He
said that there ain't nothing wrong with Christianity, but that white folk have us
believing in something else, he said it was a "perverted worship of Christ".
DARRYLE: You mean to say that what that fool up there (nods-toward Rev. Lee) is
preaching ain't for real.
ANDRE: Yea, something like that. The brother explained to me how whitey switched
the teachings of Christ all around in order to meet his own needs; like keeping
Black folk oppressed and killing Injuns.
DARRYLE:
ANDRE:

And dig what else the brother hipped me to.

DARRYLE:
ANDRE:

Man, like whitey sure is a slick rascal.

What?
What did Jesus look like?

DARRYLE: You know what the cat looked like. Hell, look at all those paintings of
him on the wall - the cat got blond hair, blue eyes and white skin in fact he looks
a little like a hippie - ha, ha.
ANDRE: Yea, a white hippie, but bra that is all part of the "MAN'S" game. I mean
whitey wants us to think that Christ was white, hell if that's true then it makes
them closer to God. Dig this, Darryle, Christ the Son of God wasn't white at all.
DARRYLE:
ANDRE:
DARRYLE:
ANDRE:

Wasn't white?
No man he wasn't white.
Then you mean.
That's exactly what I mean brother.
8

DARRYLE:
ANDRE:

Christ was a blood?
Third world man - like Northern Africa or the Middle-East.

DARRYLE:
ANDRE:

You mean he ain't got blue eyes?
Nor blond hair baby.

DARRYLE:

Can you prove this for sure?

ANDRE: Yea, but look here I'm going to meet this brother who educated me to these
things tonight at his church.
DARRYLE:
ANDRE:
DARRYLE:
ANDRE:
DARRYLE:

Act II
Scene:

The church, what church?
The Church of the Black Messiah its on the South Side.
Can 1 go?
The cat told me that all Black people can go.
Tonight then.

Scene II
Later on that night, in the main room of a very small church. The walls are
adorned with portraits of famous Black men. In back of the pulpit hand
three mammoth paintings; one is of God, one of Christ, and the other of
the Virgin Mary holding the newborn Christ. All of the figures are Black.
A large ebony complexioned man is talking to his congregation of about 50
people. The man's manner is not like that of the normal Black minister
but closer to that of a college professor who is lecturing to his class.
Andre and Darryle are both in the audience listening attentively.

REV. BLACK: De-fine, yes to be able to define, that is where the real power is.
Black people must either gain the power to define their destiny in light of their
own existence or cease to be. The white man can no longer define our destiny be
cause history has shown that he never had the best interests of Black people at
heart.
VOICE FROM AUDIENCE:

Yes, brother, what you say is true but where do we start?

REV. BLACK: That is why we are here tonight, for the first step. Before we can
challenge this oppressive system we must first learn about ourselves. Some of you
probably are saying, "but Reverend I know myself", and you will be right to a
certain degree; but only to a degree. The majority of you still view yourselves
as you have been defined by vdiite society; and that means you are lazy, ignorant
and three-fifths of a man. What we must do is to redefine how we view ourselves.
No longer can we be so foolish as to think that we, as Black people in America, have
no heritage, no homeland and most important of all no God. We, Black people, are
the children of God. We are made in his image and Christianity is our religion.
You look confused at my words. Yes, you heard me right, Christianity is the religion
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of Black people. All of the great religions of the world have a Black background.
The Muslim religion, the Buddhist religion, the Jewish religion and the Christian
religion all were first started in parts of the world that were dominated by non
white people. The white man's religion was a pagan one which centered around violence.
In "civilized" Rome, whites worshiped not God but their emperors. The white race has
never created a genuine religion but always have stolen established ones and redefined
them in terms that would be advantageous to them. That is exactly what they have done
to Christianity. What you have been taught about Christianity is the product of the
most avaricious race on earth and strays far from what Jesus Christ had to say.
Some of you have a rather bewildered look on your faces. To prove the validity
of what I have just said let us examine the historical roots of Christianity using
the Bible as our text.
The Bible says that Abraham, the father if Israel, was a Chaldean. Now Chaldean's
were non-white so it is plain that at least one side of the nation of Israel was of
Black lineage. Abraham says that he received a revelation from God, and that they
made a covenant which bid him to go out and build the nation of Israel. So Abraham
went from the Chaldean city of Ur into Africa. He spent much time in Egypt learning
things from the highly advanced Black nation. While in Egypt, Abraham's wife was
taken from him by the Egyptian king but he did not protest in fear of his life.
So we see the formation of a close relationship between Abraham, his wife and Africa.
Abraham was treated very good in Africa and when he left he took many Black Egyptian
slaves with him. Abraham himself married Hagar, his Egyptian servant, and had a
child by the name of Ishmael. Because of the jealousy of Abraham's other wife, Sara,
Hagar and Ishmael were driven out into the desert where God told them "I will pro
tect you and save you because you, Ishmael, will become the father of a great people".
Ishmael supposedly was the father of the Arabic nation. Thus we can see clearly the
close Identification of Abraham who was non-white with other colored people.
During the period of Israel's Egyptian bondage, Moses was born. Moses was at
least half Egyptian and half Jewish and consequently he cannot be termed anything
but all non-white. Moses married a Midianite, a Black woman, who bore him children.
So we find Moses the leader of Israel leading his people around Africa having almost
no contact with white people; yet if you look at any picture of Moses and his followers
today, they are shown as white people of Nordic descent.
Israel fought its way into Canaan and mixed with the people of Canaan. These were
not white people either. The Israelites looked down on them but that did not stop
them from sleeping with each other. So we see some more Black blood get mixed with
the already Black nation of Israel.
When Israel was taken to Babylon, a Black nation, we see more mixing of Black
blood with Black blood. It strikes me as being rather funny when the prophets
tried to tell the Jews not to mix. It was more than a little too late I think,
they had mixed in Egypt, Canaan and Babylon. Israel was a mixed-blood, non-white
nation. The Jews we see today are descendents of white Europeans and Asiatics who
were converted to Judlsm about 1000 years ago.
Now we come to Jesus Christ. Jesus was bom to Mary, a Jew of the tribe of Judah,
a non-white people.
So we see that Jesus too was of a Black blood-line and that due
to his lineage he was really a Black Messiah. Yes, a Black Messiah! All of you
must remember that Jesus, the Son of God, was a non-white leader, leading a non
white nation against the white oppressive state of Rome.
With that thought in mind I will end but I do wish to remind you all that this
Church of the Black Messiah is in great need of funds and that we will truly
appreciate any contributions you can make. As-Salam Alaikum.
DARRYLE: I have never seen a man with such powerful knowledge.
to think that I am a descendant of Jesus Christ.
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I never dreamed

ANDRE: Yea, the brother really did blow my mind.
his church. I feel like he's given me so much.
DARRYLE:
ANDRE:

I wish we could do something for

Well, the brother said that the church needed money.
Where in the hell are we going to get some money.

DARRYLE:
I|ve got an idea. It sounds crazy, but since those white churches have
been spreading lies for so long it seems proper that they should be willing to
contribute some money to a Church that is preaching the truth.
ANDRE: That's pretty deep man, but I can really dig it.
yea reparations for over 300 years of lies.
DARRYLE:
ANDRE:

Let's go to my crib and work out the details.
Solid.

Act III
Scene:

It's like reparations,

Scene I
Sunday morning services at a white suburban church. Charles and Jane are
both seated in the audience listening to Rev. White.

REV, WHITE:

... and the Lord said, "It is better to give than to receive."

If we

(Suddenly the two large red wooden doors of the church spring open and
Darryle and Andre enter. Both of them are clad in long white African
robes and the contrast of the white cloth upon their black skin makes
them appear god-like. Walking very erect they go straight to the pul
pit of Rev. White. They are oblivious to the stares of the whites
present, who have been shocked into total silence. Andre glares
quickly at Rev. White and then he turns and begins to address the
church's white congregation.)
ANDRE: My name is Andre, last names for me have no meaning. I am here today for
one purpose — reparation. Reparations for all the years that churches like yours
have been perpetuators of this racist, oppressive, hypocritical system. You people
have called yourselves Christians long enough. You have taken the religion of
Christianity and shaped it into a form that will best suit your avaricious desires.
You have hidden behind the teachings of Christ in order to hide to me, and worst of
all to yourselves, the violent and destructive nature of your "democratic" society.
Your hypocrisy will be tolerated no more. If you are not willing to devote your
resources to solving the problems of this country then you must be the source from
which these problems arise. I am here today as a representative of the Church of
the Black Messiah, one of the few institutions that can really be called a House
of God. The members of our Church are all Christians not because we say so but
because we live as such. Our Church is trying to undo the damage that churches
like yours have done to the minds of men. We are teaching Christianity as a way
of life rather than as a chore to be done once a week. But our Church, because
of its large membership of poor people, does not have the resources to expand its
program to all of the people that need its teachings. So I have come here today
to demand that your Church donate to the Church of the Black Messiah $300,000 for
the 300 years of sin which you have committed in the name of God.
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REV. WHITE; Why, why, this is outrageous, simply outrageous.
are to come into my Church, much less to demand something.

Who do you think you

DARRYLE: Who am I? I am who you fear to recognize. I am the product of your 300
years of white supremacy. Through my blood runs the blood of African kings along
with that of the white rapist who could not resist the pure beauty of the Black
woman. It was my ancestors who built this country, and it was my ancestors who
stated this species which we call humans in the heart of mother Africa. 1 am a true
descendant of the Black Messiah, Jesus Christ, and I like he am made in the image
of God. Who am I you ask, I am Black!
REV. WHITE;
(stunned by the power of Darryle's words he is quiet for a second then
his face turns a deep red and he explodes almost hysterically); Out, get out of my
Church you dirty niggers. It's your kind who is always causing trouble, you're
never satisfied. Get out, get out before I have you thrown out.
ANDRE;
(very calmly, says slowly); We will go. I am sorry it has to be this way.
You will hear from us again and I think your attitude will not be the same. AsSalam-Alaikum.
REV. WHITE;

Don't you dare threaten me.

Get out. Out!

Andre and Darryle walk out of the Church very slowly looking straight
ahead, not even glancing at the dismayed white faces that stare at
them in disbelief.
REV. WHITE;
(still visibly shaken); I am terribly sorry for this gross intrusion.
In light of the happenings I think it best that we all go home now and perhaps talk
about this ungrateful experience next week.
People begin to leave
JANE; Charles, do you really think they'll be back? They both seemed so determined
and serious. Do you think they actually believed all the things they said?
CHARLES;
Stop worrying. They weren't anything but a couple of crazy niggers. They
had an awful lot of nerve though. Hell, you'll drive yourself crazy if you try to
understand those people.

Act III
Scene;

CHARLES;

Scene II
The next day, at the home of Jane and Charles. Both Jane and Charles are
seated in their living room. The doorbell rings.
Jane, answer the door.

JANE; Okay.
(she walks to the door and cracks it so as to see who is outside but
as she cracks the door it is pushed swiftly open, throwing her back. Darryle and
Andre quickly enter. Jane screams instinctively) Charles, Charles.
ANDRE;
(holding a 45 automatic in his hand);
your last.
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Stop that noise lady or it will be

CHARLES:
ANDRE:

(running to the door):

Jane, what is...

(he sees Andre's gun and freezes)

Make one move mister and I'll blow your head off.

CHARLES.

(vividly shaken):

DARRYLE:

Go into the living room, now!

CHARLES:

If it's money you want...

DARRYLE:

No money.

y^terday

What, what do you want?

Charles.

It's the same two boys who burst into church

ANDRE:
(laughing): Ain't that something,
still calls us boys, why I ought to...
DARRYLE:

Keep cool bra.

CHARLES:

Please, what do you want from us?

I got a 45 pointed at her head and she

DARRYLE: Well, mister, it's like this. Yesterday we tried to approach your Church
in a peaceful manner but your Reverend seemed to think that we were joking.
CHARLES:

What does that have to do with us?

DARRYLE: Simply this. If your Church doesn't begin to channel a portion of its funds
to the Church of the Black Messiah then you ain't going to have no Church.
JANE:

(almost hysterical):

Are, are you going to shoot us?

ANDRE:
(very calmly): No lady, not tonight. We just want to talk to you and for
you to go back to your Church and relay our conversation to the good Reverend and
the rest of your congregation. Remember to tell them that it will be no problem
to follow them home and get their address like we did to you.
CHARLES:

You say you want us to tell our Church how you feel?

MDRE: Christianity.
been practicing.

Feel about what?

Real Christianity, not the jive time stuff that you have
■'

CHAFES:
(he is a lot calmer now that he knows he is not to be killed): What kind
of Christians are you, breaking into my house with a gun talking about Christ?
Christians are not violent people.
AITOM: Look ^itey, don't even start to talk to me about violence. There are
children in this city who will go to bed hungry tonight, who will have to sleep in
the presence of rats and who will awaken in the morning and be faced with a system
that tries to negate their entire existence. Man, you really got nerve talking to
me about violence. Too long have Black people tried to fight your type of violence
w th love and all we got in return were empty promises. I am not a violent person
by nature but things have reached a state in this country where there may have to
be a period of violence, if we are to abolish the much greater violence which your
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white society perpetrates.
JANE:

(crying):

You just hate white people.

You hate us.

Christians don't hate.

DARRYLE: Lady I don't hate nobody. I'm a lover, a lover of people and I'm tired
of watching white people, who only make up one-eighth of the world's people,
hurting the other seven-eighths for the personal gain. I'm going to tell you
about God. I mean what the cat is really all about. As I see it God put us all
here on earth. He didn't mean for no man to be the master of another yet you
white folks got the idea from somewhere that your race was destined to dominate
other races. Well, I think when you attempted to do this that you went against
the will of God and onto the side of the devil. I see my mission as being two
fold: one, to liberate Black people from the chains of white racism,and two, to
liberate white folks from their self-imposed slavery.
CHARLES:

Liberate white people, what do you

mean?

DARRYLE: I mean that a man who enslaves another also enslaves himself. You have
to understand that white folk won't really be free until Black people are free.
And for that reason it is my duty as a Christian to confront your racist nature
at every step in order to free myself and you.
CHARLES:

1, I think you're just one of those Black Power fanatics.

DARRYLE: Yes, I guess you might call me that. But are you so blind as to not see
that Black Power is embedded deeply within Christian ideology.
CHARLES:

You're really sick.

ANDRE:
(jumps up, points gun at Charles, a look of frustration is upon his face):
Hold on whitey, you just watch your damn mouth. Now you listen and listen good.
God first Identified himself on earth as Jesus Christ. Now Jesus Christ was
struggling to free oppressed people, right? The cry for Black Power is nothing
more than a cry by oppressed people for freedom. Black Power is a concrete
manifestation of the teachings of God. God wants all men to be free, and Black
Power is only a way of expressing God's desires. God is supposed to counteract
the deeds of the devil and if what you people have done to this world ain't the
work of the devil then I don't know what is.
CHARLES:

I, I don't know just what to think.

ANDRE: That's just the trouble, white folk ain't never stopped to think. They been
so hung up on themselves that they never stopped to look at the harm they were doing
to other people.
CHARLES:
(a confused look upon his face, he has been affected by the words of Andre
and Darryle and he is rather perplexed): Maybe you're right, maybe. But what do
you want me to do?
DARRYLE: We expect you to go back to your Church and tell the people there that
the Church of the Black Messiah expects its demands of $300,000 cash for reparations
to be met. You tell that half-ass Reverend of yours that reparations ain't nothing
but part of the Gospel message. In Luke 19:8 Zacheus says, "If I have taken any
thing from any man by false accusation, I restore him fourfold." If your Church
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is truly a Church of God then you will pay heed to our demands and the Gospel
message and if your Church is not one of God then I swear that it shall not be.
Darryle and Andre both rise and slowly walk to the door.
CHARLES:

But what if I can't convince them?

What if they don't see your point?

Tl
all. My friend
ChurchZ^
^ f .r""
I think the National Committee
Churchmen put forth our feelings best when they said, "Black theology is
Lon e'frL
affirmation of Black humanity that emancipates

and I are
of Black
a theology
Blacr

racism thus providing authentic freedom for both white and Black
humanity of white people in that it says no the encroachLst of
most of all think fast.

”*“•
As-Salam-Alaikum.

Exit

THE END
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hard, but

WHITE AMERICA

White America
Can't you see what you've done
You're a disillusioned people who believe
That you're still high up on the mountain
When it has already fallen
A long time ago
You know right from wrong
Yet
You always choose the wrong
The dollar is your heart and
The blood of others nourished your body
You're a bloodsucker in the true dracula tradition
But you have sucked the blood of a peace-loving
People
Who suffered, endured and let you build up a great
White nation on their backs
But now we bleed no more
White America, you have used us, murdered us, raped
Us and humiliated us
And we suffer no more
We're kicking you out of Africa and Latin America
So where will you get your next supply from?
Yeah baby, we're doing our own thing
All Black people are doing their own thing
Listen for the footsteps of the third world
You can hear them if you listen
But, will you listen and heed the warning?
I think not White America
You're still hung up in all of the trivia
Of your lives
May you die the deaths that we did
I sincerely hope so.

Gary Reid
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SOUL MUSIC
My music, soulful and sweet,
Rhythmic and melodic with an
African beat.
Robbed of my country, my heritage.
My culture and my language is true.
Is that not reason enough to be blue?
In long years of suffering and strife.
Black music promulgated the meaning
And essence of this wretched life.
The blues is what a people sing, who
Have been oppressed four hundred years
And discriminated against in a land
Whose foundation and prosperity was
Built on that people's sweat and tears.
Whitey is always trying to analyze
Our sound.
Is it because he knows it is the
Best around?
He still persists, but his efforts
Are futile because you have to be
Black to delve into its essence
And elicit the everpresent message
That exists.
Slavery and bondage was a great ordeal.
Ironically, they made this land both
Hated and weal.
My music means more to me than any
Treasure, diamonds or gold.
We don't have much but we got Soul.

Carlton Stewart
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In exile, there Is a stark nakedness one feels almost always.
in America in exile, self-imposed exile.
means African.

I live here

I am of African heritage, but I am by no

I have a country, but it does not recognize me.

So, I live in

exile in my own thoughts.
Today, I am thinking of my anger, an anger so great it exceeds the boundaries
if credibility.

I know not, who or what I £im, and I care less.

left to die, in anguished peace.

But no one will let me, why?

I just want to be
Am I not human?

No, 1 am Black.
Collections of my reflections
Bid me to say not to all 1 am supposed to be,
1 am Black, what is that?
What does it mean?
Do I breathe, or merely shuffle?
Am I, human, or am 1 Black?
WHAT IS BLACK???
Is
Is
Is
Is

it
it
it
it

a color, is it a mind?
a body, or a soul?
an experience, or is it reality?
love, or death, or perhaps anger?

WHAT IS BLACK???
A color? A race?
Is it me? Is it you?
Do I belong?
Can I join?
What do 1 need?
Why must I think?
About life, in any realm
There is no thought.
No conscious surge of cosmic energy
There is only feeling.
WHAT
IS
BLACK???????????

J. P. Graham
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U. S. HISTORY
TO 1865

amerlkkka, you preach love and non-violence
the true american tradition
yet you practice hate
and your tradition is founded on violence
hypocritical amerlkkka,
the land of the free and home of the keepers
of the slaves
remember one thing
black judgments are upon you
black judgments are upon you

Gary Reid
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To maintain the publication of this journal, it is most important that we receive
contributions of any amount. Please send checks, money orders, etc., to "BLACK
THING", Box 742 or 970, College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts 01610.

EPILOG:

The literary contributions of this journal are the thoughts, reflections, and
ideas of the individual authors, and not of any particular group of people.
The staff would hope that if the reader wishes to make any criticism, pro-orcon, they feel free to do so. All letters concerning this matter may be sent
to Box 742 or 970, c/o "BLACK THING", College of the Holy Cross, Worcester,
Massachusetts 01610.

STAFF:

EDITOR:

James B. Gwynne

ARTIST:

Walter Days

And, of course, with a lot of help from our friends:
John Parulis
Anita F. Jolly
Mary F. Hult
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